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BSF SEIZED 02 COUNTRY MADE WEAPONS (DESI KATTA) FROM BOP
BOYRA OF 23 BN BSF UNDER KRISHNANAGAR SECTOR (WEST BENGAL)
1.

Keeping in view the vulnerability of Border from smuggling point of view,

Dr. Rajesh Mishra, IPS, Inspector General BSF South Bengal Frontier has issued

operational guidelines to further strengthen Border domination so as to
effectively check the menace of smuggling and other activities of Anti National
Elements on South Bengal Border with Bangladesh. Accordingly field
Commanders ensure implementation of these instructions to maintain extra vigil
on border to thwart the attempts of smugglers / Anti -National Elements. Tactical
operations are being mounted to foil the attempts of smugglers.
2.

On 11.06.2018, specific information was received regarding consignment of

smuggling of country made weapon from Bangaon area. Accordingly a special
ambush was planned by the troops of 23 Bn BSF. The special ambush was laid in
the area of BOP Boyra of 23 Bn BSF. At 2330 Hrs, mid night the ambush party
observed suspicious movement of 02 unknown person approaching towards IBB Fence
near village Kulalandpur.

As the suspected person came close, the ambush party

challenged them. But taking advantage of darkness and thick bamboo bushes the
miscreants managed to ran away. The ambush party then searched the area thoroughly
and recovered 01 plastic carrying bag containing 02 Nos 8mm country made weapons
(01 small size and 01 medium size). The seized weapons have been handed over to
Police Station Bagdah Distt-Nadia (WB) for further legal action.

2.

During this year, South Bengal Frontier has seized 13 country made

weaons alongwith 39 live rounds and 04 Magazines and apprehended 02
weapon smugglers.

Note: - BSF Press Release can also be accessed on www.sb.bsf.gov.in
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